
NANO THESIS

The master thesis research project is intended to bring the student in close contact with a multinational and
multidisciplinary research environment of a research.

Cadmium selenide quantum dots emit light with a color that depends on their size see Figure. Your tasks will
therefore involve the synthesis of a large variety of nanoparticles and their optimization in view of their
biological testing, but also their detailed characterization by mean of electron microscopy and
spectrophotometry among other techniques. With a bulk bandgap of only 0. By reading the guideline you will
get an idea of what is expected of a Master's thesis. Application of advanced methods of optical microscopy in
biology of live cells tutor: prof. It is the ultimate limit of downscaling, which shows its benefits for example in
micro-electronics where we can make ever faster processors and store more data with less material simply by
making things smaller. Effect of proteins on friction and wear of hip joint replacements tutor: prof. In addition,
this electronic version will be the archive version of the thesis and will be used as the official copy of the
thesis in cases of an appeal, for example. Jozef Kaiser, Research Group website â€” here 4. New techniques on
chip for rapid viruses detection tutor: assoc. But this is not the only advantage of nano. The topic is valid for
one year from topic approval. Nanoelectronic devices with novel magnetic and electric transport properties
tutor: prof. Quantum dots applications - detection and emission of light. Study of biomaterials by scanning
probe microscopes tutor: prof. The topic of the thesis must still be valid at the time of thesis approval.
Colloidal synthesis of nanocrystals. Thermal and photo stability of Cd-free nanocrystals for lighting and
display applications. It is the smallest size materials can have. Study and on a chip formation of neuronal
network from live cells tutor: assoc. Binding and packing of ligands to colloidal 2D materials 3. Jan Pavelka,
Research Group website â€” here  X ray nano CT and micro CT for material analysis tutor: prof. Study of
nanocomposites for electrical insulation tutor: assoc. Like Lego, you can use them to make larger,
nanostructured materials with yet other properties and applications. Quantum Dots and Their Interactions with
Biomolecules tutor: prof. Colloidal synthesis of InSb quantum dots. In this project, your objective will be to
develop innovative synthesis strategies to implement both plasmonic nanocrystals gold or silver and
biologically relevant molecules polyethylene glycol, zwitterionic silane, etc. Application of spectroscopic
reflectometry for lubrication film study tutor: prof. It is essential to start writing the actual thesis from the very
beginning and continue the writing process throughout each phase of your research. If there are confidential
sections, only the "visible" part of the thesis will be evaluated and the thesis must form a coherent whole also
without the concealed parts. Most QDs used today are cadmium-based because of their high performance and
stability. Noise spectroscopy of defects and transport of charge carriers in CdTE sensors tutor: prof. In ,
quantum dots QDs have been introduced in the backlight of some liquid crystal displays. Due to restrictions in
the usage of Cd by the European Commission, alternatives like InP are intensively studied. The evaluation of
the Master's thesis is based on the School of Electrical Engineering common guideline for thesis evaluation.
These nanoparticles are based on luminescent quantum dots which offer considerable advantages for optical
imaging as compared to traditional organic dyes, including tunable, bright and stable emission properties
coupled with large absorption cross sections. A nanometer, that is the size of a large molecule, a single unit
cell of a crystal or just a few atoms on a row. In your master project you will bring the InSb QDs one step
further to the practical application in infrared photodetectors that will involve films formation and improving
of their conductivity through ligand exchange. Instead of photoluminescence, the emphasis in such devices is
much more on their electronic properties â€” charge type, charge density and charge mobility.


